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NEW PRODUCT

H・F SERIES
Pendant light

YAMAGIWA brings back the H・F Series, first marketed during the 1960s and into
the 1970s and now returning after almost 50 years. These fixtures feature a
complex interweaving of welded diamond-shaped steel sheets (no screws)—a
scrupulous, hand-crafted, lightweight design that effectively hides the bare bulb
and delivers glare-free illumination. While the light is on, it produces a complex
and delightful interplay of light and shadow. And even when the light is off, the
fixture’s lovely origami-like geometric design continues its contribution to the living
space.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Size : φ410 x H 373mm
length 700 – 1500mm
Weight : 2.5kg
Material : steel
Light Source :
E27 Incandescent lamp
60W x1
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Designer and architect Preben Dal, creator of the of the series’s original “Symfoni”
model (when working at the Danish company Hans Følsgaard A/S), explained the
design concept as follows:
“Our main target in designing lighting fittings is above all, quality in lighting.
This idea includes only to a certain degree the outer shape and attractive look of
the fitting, but refers rather to the determination of the effects of artificial light, that
primarily create good quality , i.e. light in which we feel comfortable. This is what
we have in mind with our designs, because it is a human question. However,
a lighting fitting makes part of the room, both when the light is switched on and
when it is off. Therefore we shall also be pleased with a nice looking and attractive
appearance of the fitting during the day.

line-up of original lightings sold in 1980s

YAMAGIWA is actively reviving worthy lighting fixture designs from the past,
working from actual fixtures and old drawings to bring back the spirit of bygone
creators and techniques. As times change, we shall continue to use our
craftsmanship to emulate and revive designs while adapting to changes in lighting
statutes and incorporating technological advances.
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